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mark scheme covers the candidates’ responses to questions and that every examiner
understands and applies it in the same correct way. As preparation for the standardisation
meeting each examiner analyses a number of candidates’ scripts: alternative answers not
already covered by the mark scheme are discussed at the meeting and legislated for. If, after
this meeting, examiners encounter unusual answers which have not been discussed at the
meeting they are required to refer these to the Principal Examiner.

It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further
developed and expanded on the basis of candidates’ reactions to a particular paper.
Assumptions about future mark schemes on the basis of one year’s document should be
avoided; whilst the guiding principles of assessment remain constant, details will change,
depending on the content of a particular examination paper.
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UNIT 2

The assessment objectives will be allocated in the following way.
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Section 1 – Notes for answers

Question 1(a)

(i) bhuq DukvA hE ik[uMik izs ]nusar ]<T GNte sOx nal ishq TIk rihNwI hE .

(Any candidate response which conveys the same meaning)

(1 mark)

(ii) G<t sOx jA v<W sOx nal iwl we wOre wa Kqra vW skwa hE . hor vI kzI ibmarI]A l<g

skwI]A hn .

(2 marks)

(iii) G<t jA v<W sOx nal :

 Bar vW skwa hE ;

 haZme ¥ kNtrol krn vale harmonZ qe ]sr pEMwa hE ;

 srIr iv<c crbI vWx wa Kqra pEwa huNwa hE .

(3 marks)

(iv) - motape qoM bcx lzI [uicq Kurak KaxI cahIwI hE ;

- ksrq krnI cahIwI hE;

- crbI pEwa krn valI]A cIZA nhIM KaxI]A cahIwI]A .

(Any two out of three)

(2 marks)

(v) - 8 GNte sOx nal ishq TIk rihNwI hE ]qe srIr cusq rihNwa hE ;

- ibmarI]A qoM bca] ho jAwa hE ;

- socx SkqI vW jAwI hE .

(Any two out of three)

(2 marks)
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Question 1(b)

Part 1

1 glq

2 TIk

3 glq

4 TIk

5 ?

(5 Marks)

Part 2

[ 4

] 6

z 7

s 9

h 10

(5 Marks)

Total for Section 1 = 20 marks
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Section 2

Question 2

Translation from English into Panjabi

merI maqa jI

mEM pNwrA salA wa sI jwoM merI maqa jI ¥ gNBIr ibmarI l<g gzI sI ijs nal [unHA we qurn iPrn qe

]sr ip]a sI . sade pirvar lzI izh sihx krna bhuq ]OKa sI . skUl we ]am iwn ¥ mEM pihlA

[u>T ke saDe s<q vje iq]ar ho jAwa hA, qw q<k mere BEx Bra su<qe [u>T jAwe hn . mere ipqa jI ]qe mEM

[unHA we k<pfe pa[ux ]qe naSqa iq]ar krn iv<c mww krwe hA . skUl qoM ba]w mere ipqa jI raq wa

Kaxa bxa[uMwe hn ]qe mEM ]apxe Bra wI [us we hom vrk iv<c mww krwa hA . izh inSicq krna

merI iZNmevarI hE ik mere maqa jI smeM isr ]apxI wvazI Kax ]qe [uicq Kaxa Kax .

mEM ]apxe maqa jI nal bhuq ip]ar krwa hA ]qe hmeSa [unHA nal ]apxI]A muSklA bare g<l baq

krwa hA . kzI var [uh mere val vI vah iwNwe hn, pr ik[uMik [unHA we h<Q su<je hoze hn izs krke bhuq

wrw ho skwa hE . [uh ]ksr mE¥ hsa iwNwe hn, pr [unHA bare sB qoM cNgI g<l izh hE ik [unHA wI soc

hmeSa vWI]a huNwI hE ]qe [uh merI mww krwe hn ]qe hr cIZ iv<c merI hmaizq krwe hn . [uh

wunI]A iv<c sB qoM vWI]a mA hE .

(AO3, 5 marks, AO2, 15 marks) = 20 marks
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For Section 2 the following criteria will be used for response to written language (AO2).

Response to Written Language (AO2)

12 -15

8 – 11

5 – 7

2 – 4

0 - 1

Very good understanding of the original and translated accurately in a
language that has a wide range of vocabulary. Excellent spelling,
punctuation and grammar.

Shows good understanding of the original and translated in a
language that has a wide range of vocabulary. Accurate, with only a
few minor errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar.

Shows satisfactory understanding of the original and translated in a
language that has a limited range of vocabulary. Errors in spelling,
punctuation and grammar are intrusive and affect comprehension.

Shows poor understanding of the original and translated in a
language that has a very limited range of vocabulary. Errors in
spelling, punctuation and grammar impede comprehension.

Little or nothing of merit.

For section 2 the following criteria will be used for knowledge of grammar (AO3).

Knowledge of Grammar (AO3)

5

4

3

2

0-1

The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately.
There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature

Grammar is sound. Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors
occur only in the most difficult areas.

The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them
is inconsistent, especially in less common structures.

Evidence of gaps in basic grammar. Common structures are not
sound and some irregular verbs are suspect.

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede
comprehension.

Total for Section 2 = 20 marks
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Section 3

Only two questions/essays to be selected, each to be marked according to the following
criteria.

Reaction/Response = 20 marks (AO2)
Knowledge of Grammar = 10 marks (AO3)

Reaction/Response (AO2)

16-20

11-15

6-10

1-5

0

Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts with a
wide range of sources and evidence used. The answer is relevant and is wide
ranging in its treatment of the topics/texts/question. A good range of points evaluated
with conclusions. Clear evidence of personal reaction, well illustrated/justified. Well
balanced and coherent.

Demonstrates sound overall knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts. A
good range of sources and guidance is used. The answer is generally relevant to the
topic/question. Some attempt at evaluation and some personal reaction, not always
convincingly justified. Clear structure and logical progression.

Demonstrates some knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts. Source
material and evidence is not always well used. Some evaluation evident, but relies on
received ideas with little personal opinions. Some attempts at structure. Ideas
generally not well supported.

Demonstrates only limited knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts. Limited
range of sources and evidence. Superficial examples. Little relevant
reaction/opinion/evaluation, generally factual or descriptive, lacks structure and
order.

The answer shows no relevance to the topic/texts/question. A zero source will
automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a whole.

Knowledge of Grammar (AO3)

9-10

7-8

5-6

3-4

0-2

The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately. There are a few
errors and these are of a minor nature.

Grammar is sound. Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors occur only in the
most difficult areas

The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them is inconsistent,
especially in less common structures.

Evidence of gaps in basic grammar. Common structures are not sound and some
irregular verbs are suspect.

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede comprehension
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Notes for Answers

Question 3

(a) This question tests the candidate’s knowledge and understanding of the text.
Candidates should identify the text studied as well as the stories chosen and its author
clearly. In the first part they are expected to give their views about the language used by
the author: vocabulary, dialect used, use of idioms, proverbs, use of register, tone, etc.
In the second part they should explain the literary qualities such as plot development,
the environment portrayed, the writing style, characterisation, etc. The answer should be
in the form of a coherent essay and examples should be given from the relevant stories.
Narrating a story will be regarded as inappropriate.

(b) Candidates are expected to identify the text and its author at the start of the answer.
The choice of two stories needs to be made carefully to reflect the demands of the
question. Then candidates need to discuss in detail the main events or issues in the
stories and relate to life aspects of Panjabi people living in Britain. The answer should
include examples from the stories.

Question 4

(a) This question tests the candidate’s understanding and appreciation of a novel.
Candidates are expected to write about a character they liked most in the novel. In the
second part of the question they are expected to explain which qualities of this character
have influenced them. Answers need to be detailed and coherent.

(b) This question tests the candidate’s knowledge and understanding of the text. The
candidate is expected to refer to facts used in the novel to portray society and its
traditions. Then the chosen text should be analysed and discussed to show how and to
what extent it reflects these traditions. Examples should be given to justify the answer.

Question 5

(a) This question expects candidates to write an informative essay based on their
knowledge pointing out clearly the sort of difficulties NRI are still facing, although they
have contributed a lot to boost the economy of the Panjab. Candidates are expected to
highlight the difficulties and solutions. For example :-

Difficulties:

 no assistance from the government agencies

 lack of facilities

 land/houses/possessions given to relatives to look after. Difficulties in getting these
back.

 time-consuming and legal obligations etc
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Solutions:

 more support from the government

 help from local people and agencies

 priorities to provide essential services e.g. electricity connections, fast approval of
plans and projects etc.

 any other relevant solutions

(b) This question tests the candidate’s knowledge and awareness of the widespread
problem of unemployment in the Panjab and how this has influenced the life of people.
Answers should be based on the current economic conditions and facts such as:

 creates frustration amongst people

 facing hardship and poverty

 people lose confidence in government, e.g. false promises of providing
employment

 increase in crime and drug addiction.

 young people’s desperation to move abroad to find employment.

Question 6

(a) Candidates should write briefly about the problem ie: addiction to computer games and
mobile phones. Then they are expected to write about the impact of these habits and
what harm they are causing. They may include the following points:

 mobile phones and computers are expensive and time-consuming and youngsters
lose concentration on their education

 excessive use of mobile phones and computers can be a health hazard eg playing
computer games most of the time could harm their eye-sight.

They are also expected to give suggestions to eradicate these problems. They may
include the following points:

 positive use of the computer to enhance their study

 parents should keep an eye on them and control misuse of computer games and
mobile phones

 facilitate other interesting/challenging activities for young people, eg outdoor and
indoor physical activities

 any other relevant suggestions.
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(b) Candidates are expected to give and discuss reasons about why newly married couples
prefer to stay separate from their parents. It will be expected that in their answers,
different candidates may have different views, depending on their personal perceptions
and family experiences. Examples should be given to justify their answer and it should
be in form of an informative essay and based on the following points:

 they don’t like to live in a joint family

 like to be independent and self-sufficient;

 don’t like parents’ interference in their life

 they follow other people

 they do not want to take on family responsibilities

 like to take on new challenges.

Total for Section 3 = 30 marks x 2 = 60 marks

Total for Unit 2 = 100 marks




